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By J. -K. Huysmans

Dedalus Limited. Paperback. Condition: New. 109 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.2in. x 0.5in.The
misfortunes of Jean Folantin, a downtrodden clerk working for the Ministry of the Interior in Paris,
form the subject of J. -K. Huysmans blackly comic novella, Drifting ( vau-leau). At first glance,
Folantins problems seem to be a world away from those of Jean Floressas des Esseintes, the
aristocratic anti-hero of Huysmans Decadent classic Against Nature, written just two years later in
1884. But the two men share more than just a first name: like des Esseintes, Folantin is in the throes
of an existential crisis: alienated from a Paris undergoing rapid modernisation, the pace of social
change leaves him feeling out of place, impotent, a small cog in an impersonal commercial world.
Through the distorting lens of Huysmans dark sense of humour, the dyspeptic Folantin is
transformed into a modern-day Ulysses, and his tortuous quest through the streets of Haussmanns
Paris to find a capable housekeeper and a decent meal reaches its conclusion in one of the most
daring anti-climaxes literally speaking in the whole of nineteenth century fiction. This new
translation by Brendan King includes, for the first time in English, a contemporary profile of...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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Harts Desire Book 2.5 La Fleur deHarts Desire Book 2.5 La Fleur de
LoveLove
Cajunflair Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 112 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.Its late 1974, and high
school student, Melinda Dawson is in serious trouble. Within two hours of revealing her suspected pregnancy to her parents, shes
whisked off against...

Night Shivers Mystery Supernatural Tales of Mystery the Supernatural Tales of Mystery and theNight Shivers Mystery Supernatural Tales of Mystery the Supernatural Tales of Mystery and the
SupernaturalSupernatural
Wordsworth Editions Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 464 pages. Dimensions: 7.6in. x 5.0in. x 1.3in.Moving, his
candle was instantly extinguished, and in the very moment of being le  in the darkness he saw, standing in the doorway, a woman,
resembling her...

Too Old for Motor Racing: A Short Story in Case I Didnt Live Long Enough to Finish Writing a LongerToo Old for Motor Racing: A Short Story in Case I Didnt Live Long Enough to Finish Writing a Longer
OneOne
Balboa Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.We all have dreams of what
we want to do and who we want to become. Many of us eventually decide it is too late; we have missed...

Summer Fit Preschool to Kindergarten Math, Reading, Writing, Language Arts Fitness, Nutrition andSummer Fit Preschool to Kindergarten Math, Reading, Writing, Language Arts Fitness, Nutrition and
ValuesValues
Summer Fit Learning. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160 pages. Dimensions: 10.6in. x 8.3in. x 0.5in.Summer Fit Activity
Books move summer learning beyond academics to also prepare children physically and socially for the grade ahead. Academic
exercises are based on Common Core...

Shepherds Hey, Bfms 16: StudyShepherds Hey, Bfms 16: Study
ScoreScore
Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 22 pages. Dimensions: 9.4in. x 7.1in. x 0.0in.Percy Grainger, like
his contemporary Bela Bartok, was intensely interested in folk music and became a member of the English Folk-Song Society soon
after his arrival in...

DK Readers The Story of Muhammad Ali Level 4 ProficientDK Readers The Story of Muhammad Ali Level 4 Proficient
ReadersReaders
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 8.7in. x 6.5in. x 0.2in.Written by leading childrens
authors and compiled by leading experts in the field, DK Readers are one of the most delightful ways to capture childrens interest and
help...
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